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ABSTRACT 

The objective of chis program was to investigate intracavity electro- 
optical phase modulation of a COg waveguide laser with the aim of constructing 
a frequency-chirped master oscillator for application in a 10 micron imaging 
radar.    During this six-month program a special phase sampling technique for 
frequency locking of the modulated master oscillator to an unmodulated refer- 
ence laser was investigated.    An important experimental result was the measure- 
ment of the relative phase between the two lasers by this sampling technique. 
The development of the UARL waveguide lasers was continued resulting in a 
sealed-off, reliable laboratory device of 0.3 W output power and a lifetime of 
about 1,000 hrs yielding repetitive linear chirps of 75 MHz width and 2 M,sec 

duration. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARV 

Modern optical radar systems for surveillance of extra-atmospheric 

targets call for high doppler and range resolution. This contract is con- 

cerned with the development of an appropriate master oscillator for such a 

system. The final goal here is to employ intracavity electro-optical phase 

modulation of a CO2 waveguide laser to obtain a contiguous train of chirp 

pulses. During each chirp the frequency is to be swept linearly by 500 Miz 

in 3 tisec and then returned to its original value. 

The desired carrier stability and chirp linearity are 200 Hz and 0.1 per- 

cent, respectively. Chirp linearity and carrier stability characterize the 

quality of the wave format and relate to the fidelity of demodulation. During 

this six-month reporting period a stable, oealed-off, chirp-modulated CO2 

waveguide laser was developed which yielded linear chirps of 75 MHz width and 

2 usec duration for an output power of 0.3 W on the P-2C line. In observing 

demodulated signals of successive chirps, we determined the chirp-to-chirp 

optical phase correlation of the master oscillator. 

In considering the application of interest, we note that the frequency 

stability is to bj relative to the receiver local oscillator laser. Frequency 

locking of too uiimodulated lasers is a relatively simple task frequently per- 

formed in optical transceivers with extra-cavity optical modulation. However, 

to lock a chirped signal to a reference poses a difficult problem. 

During the reporting period a special sampling technique was developed to 

facilitate such frequency locking. Initiation of each chirp is precisely con- 

trolled by a clock pulse. The optical output is photomixed with the beam of 

the reference laser such that the photoelectric current yields anrf sweep which 

is then mixed with the output of a stable rf oscillator whose frequency is 

within the limits of the rf sweep. The final beat note then represents a 

sweep through DC. It can be shown that for proper conditions the signal 

amplitude at the DC point (the point of phase reversal) is a measure of the 

relative optical phase of the two lasers. 

The experiments described here demonstrated th^t this relative phase value 

varies little from one chirp to the next as long as the interval between chirps 

is sufficiently short. For double chirps of k2  us spacing, the demodulated 
signals showed little variation in amplitude a-c phase reversal, while for 

individual chirps one observes random amplitude values from one oscilloscope 

frame to the next. In other words, the fluctuation in the optical phase of the 

master oscillator relative to the reference laser was sufficiently slow such 

that it could be monitored by observation of the chirp to chirp changes tfi the 

amplitude of the demodulated chirp signal at phase reversal. 

■M ■■■- ■" -    ■ ■ ~- 
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The observed short-term frequency stability is the result of a rigid 
mechanical resonator construction employing invar rods as main structural 
members.    Concerning the design of our sealed-off CO2 waveguide laser, 
several improvements were made.    Operating a 1.5 mm x 12.5 cm capillary system 
at up to IhO torr filling pressure, we obtained 1.75 W without tnd 0.3 H with 
an intracavity modulator. 
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2.0 BACKGROUND 

2.1 General 

Advanced opticax radar systems for surviellance of extra-atnospherlc 
targets require a wideband master oscillator.    The goal of this i-lx-month 
program phase was to assess   the   possibility   of   using intracavity electro- 
optical modulation of waveguide lasers operating at near-atmospheric pres- 
sures for broadband frequency-chirped radar,  communication, and general 
surveillance. 

Because of an immediate requirement of the Lincoln Laboratory imaging 
radar system, the program was aimed specifically at obtaining a continuous 
train of frequency-chirped pulses   (Ref. 1). 

In the final system the frequency is to be swept through 500 MHz during 
each pulse of 3 ps duration and then returned to its original value in less 
than 1 us.    fhe output power should exceed 300 nW. 

The need for operation near atmospheric gas pressure arises from the 
requirenent for a wide tuning range.    Conventional CO2 systems with a typical 
gas pressure of 10 to 15 torr exhibit less than 100 MHz bandwidth,  governed by 
doppler and pressure broadening.    Extension of the tuning range to 1 GHz has 
been achieved at UARL with an open-cycle CO2 waveguide laser operating at 250 
torr average gas pressure. 

By varying the optical length of the UARL waveguide laser resonator with 
the help of an intracavity CdTe electro-optic phase modulator, we have obtained 
fast chirp modulation.    As the modulation voltage is ramped from zero to the 
half-wave value, the optical resonator length is increased by one-half optical 
wavelength  (5 mn),  corresponding to a frequency shift of c/2L, where c is the 
velocity of light and L the resonator length.    The present UARL chirp-mocnilated 
liser can be shortened to an optical length of 30 cm corresponding to a spec- 
tral range  (and maximum chirp width)  of c/2L = 500 MHz.    The requirements of 
the chirped wave format are best discussed by a description of the radar 
imaging process. 

M« mmt -■ 
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2.2 Radar Imaging 

As in certain chirp modulated microwave radar systenis, the optical 

imaging radar achieves range resolution by mixing of the returning chirped 

pulse with a locally generated, matched chirp pulse. Considering a number of 

individual target points, the radar return consists of several frequency 

chirps displaced from each other in tiine due to a spread in the range of the 

target points (see Fig. 1). 

After optical denüdulation the signal is mJxed with a matching rf chirp 

wave to yield a range spectrum where each frequency relates to a range posi- 

tion, its spectral intensity being proportional to the effective reflectivity 

of the associated range point(s). By presenting this spectrum to a filter 

bank, the signal :s sorted into range bins. 

For the application of interest, the target assembly is rigid and rotates 

about an axis inclined to the line-of-sight; the various target points move in 

range relative to each other generating a corresponding change in the frequen- 

cies of the range spectrum. If one measures not only the frequencies of the 

range spectrum but the phase at each frequency as well, then relative changes 

in range signified by a shift in phase from pulse to pulse can be detected 

long before any target point moves through a range resolvable distance. Since 

the magnitude of the phase shift is linearly related to the target point's 

position in cross-range, the latter is determined by measuring the pulse to 

pulse phase shift of the range spectral frequencies. In fact, the phase 

shift per pulse repetition period is the doppler frequency, and the doppler 

spread in a given range bin is a trace of the array of the target points in 

cress-range at that down range position. 

These measurements axe  characterized by a few simple formulae, 

the frequency difference for a reuige difference AR is: 

First, 

Af = f 
2AR 

B cT (1) 

where T is the pulse length and fg thi> chirp width. 

The smallest detectable frequency difference is approximately equal to the 

reciprocal of the observation time T; hence 

:& 
min 2fB 

(2) 
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RADAR IMAGING 
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It is assumed here that the frequency modulation is ^^^V^" '^ 
permit the detection of a l/T HZ beat note between two time-dxsplaced chxrp 

signals. 

The doppler spread of a rotatinp object is 

Af 
doppler 

QL 0 (3) 

where 0 is the component of the rotation vector perpendicular to the line- 

of sieht, L is the cross-range extent of the target and fopt is the optical 
frequU. If the doppler spectra is observed over N - 3§0 contiguous 
chirped pulces, the optimum resolution of this measurement is l/NT, and the 

resulting cross-ran^e. resolution 

^L = —- T i_ 

5T 
x 
n 

(U) 

fThe actual chirp repetition period is somewhat larger than the ^J****™ 
ife to a fin t fly-bacK time). Since NT n is the projected a^le G through which 

th target has rotated during the time of the pulse train, one e» also write 

AL = T 
(5) 

It has been tacidly assumed here that the phase stability of the transmitted 

wave is sufficient to detect a l/NT Hz doppler signal. 

Furthermore, it is necessary that the frequency ramps are identical 
throughout the entire pulse train and that initiation of ^ ^smi^d and 
correlation ramps are precisely locked.  It is also worth -ting that the 
measurement of the doppler spectrum has an upper limit determined by the pulse 

repetition frequency, l/T Hz. 

For the Lincoln Laboratory imaging radar the following parameter values 

have been selected (Ref. l): 

i  = 500 MHz 

T = 3 MA 
N ■ 1500. 

  — -^ ■■ --■ • 
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The chirp vildth corresponds to a dovm range resolution of 30 cm according 

to Eq. (2). 

The cross-range resolution depends on the rotation velocity component Q; 
for exatrple, AL = 30 can be achieved for a rotational velocity as low as 

3 mrad/sec. 

The desired specification for the radar waveformat of interest is sum- 
marized in Table I. 

TABLE I 

Chirp Width 

Pulse Duration 

Number of Contiguous ^ilses 

Ramp Linearity 

Ramp Initiation Accuracy 

Pnase Stability 

W.rve length 

fB = 500 Ml 

T = 3 us 

N ■ 1500 

<l/T ■ 300 kHz 

1 nsec 

<l/NT = 200 Hz 

\      =    10.6u 

\ 

2.3    Signal Processing and Timing 

The block diagram in Fig.  2 illustrates the essential components of an 
imaging radar, taken in part from the design of the Lincoln Laboratory system and 
modified   for   use   of  the   UAEL    master oscillator.    The chirped waveguide laser 
is slaved to a stable laser in the manner described in Section 2.6.    The local 
oscillatoi; which is tunable to permit compensation of the large uni ^ormdoppler shift 
due to the very high translatlonal velocity of the target, is also slaved to the 
same stable laser ;   a pre-determined frequency difference is maintained with the 
help of a VC0,   controlled   by the system computer   in   accordance  with   the 
target motion.    The correlation-detected signal is measured by digitizing its 
in-phase and quadrature components via 30 MHz, 8 bit A/D converters.    A three- 
dimensional image of the target is then constructed by Fourier analysis of the 
digitized range and doppler spectrum.    The speed of the A/D converters limits 
the target information bandwidths to 30 MHz, a small fraction of the available 
500 Miz band.    As a consequence, the unambiguous range spread is limited to 30 m. 

  „_ -—     J 
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A possible timing and sequencing system for the transmitted signal of the 

imaging radar is illustrated in Fig. 3- The basic timing signal is received from 

a clock and consists of a precise 5 MHz sinusoxd. The  timing circuits up-converts 

the 5 MH:: signal to 30 MHz and bC^erates a sequence of pulses at this frequency 

which will be the basic timing pulse sequences for the master oscillator 

and also controls the A/D conversion circuit. One of these pulses triggers the 

first ramp; the next ramp then will commence on the 101st timing pulse, the 

following on the 201st pulse, and so on. 

2.U The Nature of Waveform Distortions 

Waveform distortions can be divided into those which perturb the carrier 

stability and those which affect the modulation quality; i.e., linearity, repeat- 

ability and timing of the frequency ramps. 

Carrier fluctuations are caused by mechanical and thermal variations of the 

optical resonator length and variations in the index of refraction of the plasma 

due to fluctuations of the discharge current. It has been shown that for the 

short observation periods (5 msec) considered here, mechanical and thermal motion 

of the resonator structure and the fluctuation in the plasma current can be 

sufficiently suppressed to obtain the required frequency stability (Ref. 2). The 

insertion of the modulator crystal into the resonator, however, and the subsequent 

ohmic heating by the drive signal has to be considered. Let us assume that the modula- 

tion is applied continuously and that thermal equilibrium has been established 

in the sense that the average crystal temperature variation is small and slow. 

There remains an instantaneous temperature variation synchronized with the 

ramp voltage, since the characteristic cooling time of the modulator crystal 

is much larger than the ramp period.  It is shown in Appendix I that the 

resultant thermal frequency sweep varies with the third power in time and for 

the system proposed here, attains a value of 900 Hz at the end of the ramp 

period. Although this frequency excursion exceeds the specified tolerance, it 

is a well-determined carrier shift and may be compensated mathematiceMy in the 

signal processing procedure. 

Any variation of the voltage ramp from the ideal function is directly trans- 

lated into a proportional deviation of the frequency ramp from its ideal linear 

profile. This puts the burden of design on the voltage generator which must be 

fabricated to exceptional specifications of timing and repeatability  The re- 
quired linearization is to be attained by an active feedback loop. Aside from the 

waveform errors caused by the modulation signal, one must consider the phenomenon 

of "frequency pulling", an effect inherent in the tuning characteristics of 

lasers.  It has been shown that the so called linear frequency pulling effect of 

a homogeneously broadened line is described by the formula (Ref. 3) 
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D - UJ 
Au). 

(«. " ^c)' 
(6) 

where tt) is the oscillating circular frequency, «c the "cold-cavity resonance 
«L the line center of the laser transition, and where ^ and ^a are the half- 
widths of the passive optical resonance and the molecular transition, respectively. 
The value B = Aoüc/Ama the so called "stabilization factor, ' is approximately 
1/50 for the system discussed here resulting in a frequency shift of 5 Miz li- 
the  laser is detuned by 250 MHz from line center.  It should be noted that Eq. 
(6) is an approximation which holds only in the vicinity of line center. As ^ 

approaches the values^ i ^ the dispersion becomes distinctly nonlinear. 

Equation (6) can be written in the form 

in (u)c - (%) (1 - B). (7) 

Substituting uu.  - UJ    = crt for electro-optic tuning, we get 

u) _ (i)      ■    0(1 - B)t, 
cL 

(8) 

where t is the time coordinate, whose zero point is assumed at the instant at 

which u)c equals %. According to Eq. (8), the effect of linear mode pulling is to 
reduce the chirp range by approximately 2 percent (3 = 0.02 for the case of 
interest) without affecting chirp linearity. Since the tuning range in the 
case of interest exceeds the range of linear frequency pulling, Eq. (8) repre- 

sents only an approximation. 

1 

2.5 Chirp Linearization 

As discussed in Section 2.2, chirp linearity relates to the accuracy with 
which the range spectrum can be measured. For a chirp duration of T = 3 ^. 
the maximum resolution is approximately 300 kHz. One would like to keep the 
frequency error due to ramp non-linearity below that value; i.e., the voltage 

ramp linearity must be better than 0.06 percent. 

While this accuracy may in principle be designed into the voltage generator, 
a more feasible technique is an active chirp linearization which has been used in 

microwave radar. 

11 
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Referring to Fig. *+, it is apparent that the principle of active chirp 

linearizatior is quite simple. First, the frequency chirp is transposed from 

the optical carrier into the rf regime by heterodyning with a stable reference 

laser. Next, the rf chirp is correlated with itself, i.e., the photoelectric 

signal is divided into two parts ; then one is delayed relative to the other 

by propagation through a length of coaxial cable and mixed with the former 

to yield a constant frequency beat-note.  FM nonlinearity results in 
a variation of the beat frequency which is detected in a discriminator whose 

output voltage and polarity is proportional to the amount and sense, respectively, 

of the deviation from the nominal beat frequency. This error signal then is 

used to direct a servo which operates on the grid control of the ramp generator's 

current regulating pentode (Fig. 5)' 

Chirp distortion results predominantly from the operating characteristics 

of the HV regulating pentode. Figure 5 shows a photograph of the ramp generator 

and its schematic diagram. A possible contrt,! circuit is shown in which 

signal Ix compensates for the fall-off in the pentode characteristic and signal 

ly. relates to the above described linearization loop. 

By observing the error voltage at the discriminator output (Fig. 'Oi one 

obtains an instantaneous measure of chirp distortions. A more instructive 

test of chirp linearity and simultaneously a direct demonstration of range 

imaging is obtained in an actual range discrimination experiment. One may 

place two retro-reflectors at different ranges and mix their returns in a 

photodetector; here the correlation delay is optical rather than electrical. 

The difference between the actual and the ideal range resolution characterizes 

the quality of the chirp signal comprehensively. 

2.6 Phase Sampling 

In discussing the carrier stability of a chirped CO2 laser, one must 

distinguish between the electro-optic changes in the oscillation frequency and 

spurious variations in the optical resonator length caused by thermal and 

mechanical effects. Of particular interest is the thermal variation in the 

index of refraction of the modulator crystal, since all other instabilities 

can be controlled to the required tolerances by passive means; i.e, by 

an appropriate construction of the laser (Ref. 2). 

The term phase has no unequivocal meaning for a chirped signal.  In the 

following we therefore introduce a definition of the phase of a chirped signal 

which is meaningful for the investigation considered here ^see Fip. 6). 
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The photocurrent resulting from mixing the chirped optical signal with a 
stable reference laser, is given by 

Ph = Ha   y p p ' 
h f S ^LO (9) 

where T| is the quantum eliicienty of the photodetector; q the elementary electric 
charge and hf the optical quantum energy.  PLQ and Ps are the instantaneous 
powers of the reference and signal beam, respectively, given by 

and 

. 2 OJB PL0 = 2 PL0 sin  'V + F " *  + C0^t) (10) 

P„ = 2 P sin2 [»'o t}, (11) 

where uu0 is the circular frequency of the signal at the beginning of the chirp, 
(Ug the chirp bandwidth, T the chirp duration, t the time coordinate, w'0    the 
circular frequency of the reference beam, PTQ and Ps the time averaged power 
values of the reference and signal beams respectively; and tp (t) the phase 
term of interest which represents thermal, mechanical and parasitic electro- 
optical frequency drifts. The ac photocurrent is then given by 

Lph    "    ^^ ph COS r a . ttf - « . t ♦ «p(t) ^ (12) 

where UJ = UJ'     - CD . 
o o 

The first two terms in brackets can be expressed by the formula 

^ (t . JL . T)2 - l^i • I- 
T 2^ - V (13) 
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which yields a minimum value at t = JiL 
tl.3 point of phase reversal. 2u)g 

For t = _§L • T, v/e obtain from Eq. (12) 
2^ 

T, subsequently called, 

cp,  = f^i . T + ARCCOS (Wl^) , 
1    IML. 

(iM 
^ 

where cp^ is the phase value, and i^. the instemtaneous photocurrent at 
t = j  . T. 

20)3 

In considering Eq. {Ik), it should be noted that the quantity of interest 
is the change of coi from chirp to chirp. To render the phase term jw)2 • T a 
constant ft, T and wß must be sufficiently controlled. ^ 

If it is assumed that the variation in ub can be neglected, one is only 
concerned with the variation in the chirp slope, u^/T. For i = 10 MHz and 
1 percent chirp slope stability, the average chirp-to-chirp phase error due 
to the above term is 0.01 radian. 

Let us consider a small time period about the point of phase reversal, 
t = 6 t + _a)_ • T. From Eqs. (12) and (13), we get 

2-0)3 

(1°^ + 'W  ■ iC   • COS r(5t)2 .^-B    • T + cp1 1,    (15) ph T uph l-h H 

where it is assumed that (p ft) is of essentially constant value during the time 
period of interest. Eq. (15) indicates that the photocurrent changes very little 
as long as (*t)2. ^B « 2 TT or 

T 

5 t < < / T. a loo nsec (16) 

for our example. 
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This is an encouraging result in that the dwell time near the constant 

phase value is much larger than the Jitter in the ramp trigger timed by the 

system's master clock circuit to an accuracy of 1 ns. 

The method of sampling and controlling the optical phase of a repeti- 

tively chirped signal as illustrated in Fig. 2 is a btraigntforward technique 

and has been successfully employed in microwave systems. High-frequency phase 

fluctuations which exceed the sampling rate (300 kHz) must be suppressed by a 

rigid mechanical resonator construction and selection of proper discharge con- 

ditions . 

Slow variation in phase are corrected by a familiar technique in which 

the sampled signal is used to generate an error signal for corrective piezo- 

electric resonator tuning. Again, the error signal provides all necessary 

information on the phase stability but a more comprehensive test is the 

observatior of actual doppler signatures from a laboratory target, for 

instance a small retro-reflecting mirror mounted on a rotating platform. 

4 

1 

\ 
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3.0 TECHNICAL ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

Shortly after the demonstration of the waveguide laser (Ref. k),  UARL 
embarked on an extensive research program concerning the investigation of 
these new devices; specifically their use in high-resolution optical radar 
systems. This program augments a broader UARL effort in the field of 10 
micron radar comprising a number of applications such as Laser Obstacle and 
Terrain Avoi MWt Earning Systems for Helicopters (K)TAWS) and Optical Dis- 
crimination Ladar for surveillance of extra-atmospheric targets. 

In the course of this program, technical progress has been made on a 
number of different problem? relating to the design of frequency-chirped, 
stable CO- waveguide lasers. These include fabrication of waveguide/plasma 
tubes of%ealed-off and open-cycle design; choice and mounting of resonator 
optics; line selection; and construction of electro-optic modulators. Much 
effort at UARL has gone into the fabrication of stable, long lived, efficient 
and rugged C02 waveguide lasers. A tube processing station was assembled and 
a number of different waveguide/plasma tubes were fabricated and tested. 
Figure 7 shows a photograph of the laser head used for the experiments dis- 
cussed below. This unit was operated either open cycle or sealed off. Figure 
8 shows the complete experimental setup. A graph of the waveguide laser output 
versus average gas pressure (open cycle) at 200C tube temperature and without 
the modulator is shown in Fig. 9- This performance equals the best previously 
reported resulted for an equivalent device (Ref. 5). Maximum output power 
occurs at 190 torr, a result which agrees with recently published data obtained 
with a 1 mm square channel waveguide laser (Ref. 6). Figure 10 shows hetero- 
dyne signals obtained with the setup shown in Fig. 7 where the waveguide laser 
was operated in a sealed-off fashion. Finally, Fig. 11 shows a compact wave- 

guide system. 

3.1 Laser Performance 

The steady-stage behavior of a low gain homogeneously broadened COp laser 

is described by the relation 

2gl  (1 ♦ 2 P^P,) 
-1 ■ a ♦ Ti (17) 
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LASER POWER VS PRESSURE 

FIG. 9 
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where l is the length of the plasma column,  g the unsaturated exponential power 
fain coefficient per unit length of the active medium,   P.  the unidirectional 
optical power flow inside the resonator,  Ps is the saturation power, a is the 
intracavity loss encountered upon a round-trip through the resonator and T 
is the relative transmission of the output mirror.    Equation   (17)  states that 
the power-saturated gain of the active medium has to balance the total optical 
loss  consisting of output coupling and resonator  losses   (imperfect reflection 
at the mirrors,  imperfect transition from free space to guided propagation, 
radiation leakage into the capillary wall, absorption in the modulator, and 
reflection off the modulator faces) 
hence 

The output power is given by P0 = T x P^, 

F,     =    T fc»   l2gl/ (a + T)  - 1]. (18) 

Two different UARL waveguide lasers shall be considered as examples; 

one of open-cycle construction and the other one sealed off. 

The opan-cycle system employs a BeO tube, approximately 10 cm long, with a 

1.0 mm bore. C00, N2 and He are individually metered before they enter a mixing 

plenum at the ratio (1:1:3) and flow through the plasma vessel into a mechanical 

vacuum pump. The main pressure drops occur at the entrance and exit of the 

capillary while the pressure inside the capillary is nearly constant assuming a 

value midway between the pressure values measured at the gas intake and exhaust 

ports (Ref. 10), As the flow is increased from 10 to 55 3td cm3/sec, the con- 

comitant capillary pressure rises from ^0 to 225 torr. At a flow of 10 std 

crtr/sec and an average pressure of 43 torr, the active gas in the 3.08 cra3 

capillary volume is replaced at a rate of 25"^ times per second. When the open- 

cycle laser is operated with two concave mirrors whose radii of curvature are 

25 and 20 cm and which are coated for high reflectivity and 7.5 percent trans- 

mission at 10.6M. respectively, a maximum output power of 1.5 W is measured at 

190 torr gas pressure and 20DC tube temperature.  If the estimated values 

2gi -  C.50. a ■ 0.08 (guiding and mirror losses per round trip) and T = 0. >75 
(measured) are inserted into Eq. (18), a value of 18 W is calculated for the 

integrated saturation power, P_, The saturation intensity then is I_ « Pe/Tr(72, 
S S S' 

where a is the e"l intensity radius of the Gaussian beam which best matches the 
EH-Q waveguide mode.      It   was   shown   that      a/a. = 0,U55 where a is the capillary 
radius   (Ref,  k).     For a = §■ mm, we calculated I    = 11,2 kW/cm2- 
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When the modulator crystal was inserted into the open-cycle CO2 waveguide 
syste^a 50 percent drop in output power was observed.     From Eq.    ^8)  and the 

fve paraLter values  follows that the additional -senator loss  introduced 
by the modulator device is 8 percent.    Careful measurements  of the CdTe 
crystal's bulK absorption yielaed a coefficient of 0.25 ^<**^ *'*-* * 
Urcent ro^d-trip absorption loss.     To this we add 1 PJ^^.^ 
optical interface; k percent for one round trip.    ^%dif er^f .^^Z 
relates to depolarization loss due to the influence of stresses  in the 

crystal. 

The sealed-off waveguide laser used a BeO tube of 1.5 mm ID and 5 In. 
length^ Tislystem wa/filled with a gas mixture of He    N^ C02    X    a    ^ 
in tbe ratio U:l:l:0.13:0.1   to   a   total   pressure   of   100   torr   yielding a 
maximum power of 1.75 W at 20 deg tube temperature. 

Insertion of the modulator crystal led to a reduction in output power 
to 0.3 W which reflects the fact that the gain in sealed-off systems is 
lower than for fast  flowing open-cycle ones.    The modulator ^sertion lo s 
in this case has a strong effect on the optical output as  indicated by Eq 
(18)       It is thus important to minimize all optical insertion losses.    Ihe 
coating on the two commercially supplied resonator mirrors have average 
losses of 1 percent.     To this we must add the 8 percent round-trip loss 

introduced by the modulator. 

Another source of poor laser performnoe is an excessive waveguide loss. 
These losses have heen studied in great detail by Abra™ and covorkers  (Befs. 
fand 9)      our experi^ntal data corroborate their findings; namely, that for 
tell-fabncated BTO waveguides of 1 . dialer, the coupling    -""«"of 
elided and free space modes plus the losses due to mechanical imperfection of 
th" waveguide and'absorptive or reductive wall losses,  can be reduced to 

below 1 percent per round trip. 

For the sealed UARL system the waveguide round-trip loss was estimated at 

Mich's ieutive^ close to threshold, hence the relatively low output power. 
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3.2 Chirp Modulation 

The Intracavity phase modulator consists of a CdTe crystal of 3 x 1+ x 

UO mm dimension cut for <111> orientation of the k   x   kO   rm  faces which 

are Ag plated to provide electrodes for a drive voltage along the <L11> crystal 

direction, while the beam propagates along the long crystal dimension, parallel 

to the <1_L0> crystal axis. The indicatrix axes are then parallaiand normal to 

the <L11> direction, with maximum electro-optic index variation for an optical 

polarization parallel to the applied field, characterized by the half wave 

voltage (Ref. 7). 

V; 
2n03r1+ri 

(19) 

where X is the optical wavelength; d and t  arc the height and length of the CdTe 

crystal, respectively; n0 is the intrinsic refraction index of CdTe at the wave- 

length X and r. , is the relevant electro-optical constant.  Inserting X - 1.06 

10-3cm, d = 0.3 cm, I - U.O cm and n03 r1+1 - lO"
8 cm/v into Eq. (19) yields 

Vx/2 = 6.9 kV. 

The frequency shift for the applied modulator voltage V is 

f- - S- c_ _V 

aL   V X/2 

(20) 

where c is the velocity of light and I the optical resonator length. It is 

apparent that the maximum useful frequency shift occurs for V - VX/2 (uiuming 

of course that the half-wave voltage does not exceeJ the breakdown value of 

the crystal) and is limited by the attainable values of L. The breakdown 

field varies somewhat from sample to sample but should exeed 15 kV/cm.  (Ref. Ö) 

In the course of our experiments we observed several voltage breakdowns 

at much lower fields, but the arc path was either along the sidewali due to 

insufficient surface cleanliness, or along the coated optical surfaces. Sur- 

face arc formation can be eliminated by proper protection of the sidewalls and 

a slight recession of the electrodes from the edges of the optical faces. 
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In summary then, a crystal of k  cm physical (10.7 cm optical) length 

appears adequate to yield 500 MHz chirp modulation. Adopting the most compact 

design to yield an optical resonator length of L = 20 cm leaves an adequate 

length of 10 cm for the plasma tube. The free spectral range of the laser 

shown in Fig. 7 was 300 MHz. Applying a ramp voltage of 0 - 1750 V to the 

crystal, we obtained a repetitively chirped output of 75 MHz modulation width. 

For the phase measurement described below, the ramp voltage had to be precisely 

repetitive; it was found that our system yielded such perfornance only for 

relatively low voltages (< 500 V) which corresponded to a chirp width of 
20 MHz. 

3.3 Phase Measurements 

As discussed in the previous section, the essential step in establishing 

a carrier stabilization loop is the samplinc of the demodulated signal's 

amplitude at phase reversal. By following that sampled value from chirp to 

chirp, we can determine the phase drift between the master oscillator and the 

reference laser. It is important that the phase drift between chirps is 

small, or expressed differently, that the sampling rate exceeds the rate of 

phase change. To determine the feasibility of this approach, we conducted an 

experiment whose setup is illustrated in Fig. 12. The master oscillator is 

chirped over 20 MHz and its output was optically mixed with the reference 

laser such that the IF frequency sweeps from 10 to 30 MHz. This photoelectric 

sweep signal was then mixed with a 20 Miz rf-signal to yield a sweeping beat 

note, -10 to +10 Miz, going through DC, which is displayed in the 

oscillograms of Fig. 13 together with the voltage ramp applied to the intra- 
cavity CdTe modulator crystal. 

We could, of course, also have used the photomixing step itself to obtain 

such a sweep signal going through DC.  In that case one needs, however, an rf- 

amplifier whose spectral range extends to DC. Since the amplifiers available 

to us had a spectral range of 2 to 500 Miz, we resorted to the above des- 

cribed method where the photoelectric output swept between 10 and 30 MHz and 

after amplification was mixed with an rf sinusoid. 

In considering the oscillographs shown in Fig. 13, we notice two DC 

points: one associated with the down ramp, the other with the fly-back of the 

modulator drive, both occuring at the same voltage value as expected. Note 

also that the position of the phase reversal points and their amplitude values 

vary randomly from frame to frame. In this experiment, each chirp was 

triggered by a gate pulse from the oscilloscope in "single sweep" operation 

such that the relative optical phase between master and reference lasers is 

arbitrary. While it is not necessary to obtain a particular signal value at 

phase reversal, we are interested in the change of this value from one chirp 
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to the next. To Investigate that phenomenon, we performed a double chirp 

experiment where a precise dual-pulse generator was employed to initiate two 

modulation voltage ramps and to trigger one oscilloscope beam with the first 

and the other beam with the second pulse. The dual-trace oscilloscope display 

shows the first and second demodulated chirps, as illustrated in Fig. Ik,    The 

important observation here is the similarity of these signals; in fact, no 

deviation between traces A and B is noticeable except for a uniform delay in 

the time scales. (This delay is due to the fact that trace A is triggered on 

the front slope of the first clock pulse, while trace B is triggered on the 

Lack slope of the second clock pulse). 

The delay between the chirps was U2 us througnout the experiment. The 

random variations of the relative optical phase between master and reference 

laser are not noticeable; i.e., the parasitic FM modulation has insignificant 

contributions above 25 kHz. This indicates that the mechanical vibration of 

the resonator structure which is the major cause of the short-term FM noise is 

confined to frequencies well below 25 kHz which is not surprising in view of 

the rigid resonator construction of both lasers. It was, in fact, observed 

that the FM noise of our lasers was mainly due to fluctuations in the discharge 

current brought on by power supply ripple which yielded frequency excursions of 

± 150 kHz at a 120 Hz rate, twice the line frequency. Figure 15 illustrates 

this observation, showing the noise spectrum with and without line synchroniza- 

tion of the spectrum analyzer sweep. 

3.U Summary 

While the overall task of providing a highly linear and optically coherent 
train of repetitively chirped pulses requires a considerable amount of addi- 
tional work, the results of this  six-month investigation are very encouraging 
for the future progress of that program.     It has been established that the 
proposed phase sampling method is  in principle adequate to implement frequency 
locking between the chirped master oscillator and a stable reference laser and 
thus ensure relative optical coherence.     The continuing improvement and 
redevelopment of the UARL waveguide lasers has led to a frequency-chirped, 
sealed-off,  reliable laboratory device of relatively long life and 300 mW 
output power.     For the continuation of this program towards the fabrication of 
a deliverable master oscillator unit,   it is recommended to first build a com- 
pact resonator in order to obtain a wide chirp band and then implement phase 
and ramp control loops for a wave format of the required quality. 
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APPENDIX I 

THERMAL DRIFT 

Heating of the modulator crystal causes a change in its optical length; i.e., 

a change in the oscillating frequency if the modulator is mounted inside the 
optical resonator. The heating mechanisms of importance are; ohmic losses of the 
applied field and optical absorption inside the crystal. Since the crystal 
considered here is U cm long; the absorption coefficients is 0.2 percent/cm and 
"idirectional intracavity power approximately 10 W, the total absorbed power 
is 0 16 W. To calculate the electrical loss we must obtain an effects resistance 

for the sawtooth signal. The dc resistance cf our laboratory modulator is 9 x 
I?n. The sawtooth signal is equivalent to a spectral continuum which peaks at 
f = 1/TR and falls off to approximately 10 percent of peak value at f = 3 x l/iR, 

where TR is the sawtooth period. 

For the referenced radar wave, l/TR - 300 kHz; hence, spectral components 
up to 1 mz  must be taken into consideration. We, therefore, use an effective 
resistance value estimated at Reff - 10^. The electrical power loss then is 

given by 

R 

rEL 
i.    r 
TR \ 

Vmax 

TR 
it 

2 
1 Vmax 

3 Reff 
(1-1) 

= 1+.5 103 V (Section 3-2) and Reff ■ 107n, we cal- 
Ä that the ohmic loss is significantly larger than the 

Inserting the values V 

culate PEL " 0-7 **• 
optical loss. 

To hold the modulator crystal at a low temperature, efficient cooling must 

be employed. Our laboratory modulator is placed between copper plates at tne 
electrode faces and BeO walls at the other two side faces. '*• thermal con- 
action into these elements is of the order of 0.1 W per cm2 of surface area ^d 
oc of temperature difference across the contact; the heat transport across the 
total s^face area of our crystal is K - 0.5 W/0C. Assuming that the holding 
struct^e has a large thermal mass, the crystal temperature falls off exponential^^ 

from its initial value, as 
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